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Company Facts

• Serves 81% of the Fortune 500
• Powers more than 3.8 million servers
• Supports in excess of 80 million users worldwide
• Supports of 27,000 channel partners, 40,000 ISVs and top industry alliance partners
the openSUSE board

• first board setup by Novell

• future board elected by community (details of election TBD)

• chair always appointed by Novell

• consists of two Novell members, two community members, and the chair

current board:

• Pascal Bleser
• Francis Giannaros
• Andreas Jaeger
• Stephan Kulow
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Company Facts

• Serves 81% of the Fortune 500
• Powers more than 3.8 million servers
• Supports in excess of 80 million users worldwide
• Supports of 27,000 channel partners, 40,000 ISVs and top industry alliance partners
the openSUSE board

- first board setup by Novell
- future b. elected by community (details of election TBD)
- chair always appointed by Novell
- consists of two Novell members, two community members, and the chair

current board:
- Pascal Bleser
- Francis Giannaros
- Andreas Jaeger
- Stephan Kulow
- Federico Mena-Quintero
Goals of the board

- Act as a central point of contact
- Help resolve conflicts, communicate community interests to Novell
- Facilitate communication with all areas of the community
- Facilitate decision making processes where needed.

Topics under discussion

- board election process
- membership / openSUSE.org addresses

What do you want us to change?

- Please send feedback to board@opensuse.org
have a lot of fun ...
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